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CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS TO COMMUNITY
CHESTS, BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES.
In Part II corporation contributions to 129 community chests
have been looked at as a whole.This general view has necessarily
revealed only the outstanding features in the picture of corporation
contributions.It needs to be supplemented by a closer examination
of the data by industries.The 129 community chest cities, being
widely distributed geographically, and ofdifferentsize,have
their own characteristics.These peculiarities are to some extent
reflected in variations in corporation contributions to community
chests in those cities.In order to bring out these differences in
higher relief, it is important to look at the total contributions to
the different community chests industry by industry. Corporation
contributions, it must always be remembered, not the result of
chance, but of human decisions.These decisions are based on
many factors, the relative strength of which it is not the purpose of
this study to appraise.In different industries, however, the dif-
ferent factors operate with varying effect in the determination of
charitablecontributions.In the manufacturing industry,for
example, contributions from corporations are probably based on
recognition of the fact that the employes of these concerns are
subject to conditions which the welfare agencies of the community
are called upon to prevent or correct.These services are therefore
regarded by many corporations as of tangible benefit to stock-
holders.In other industries in which the number of employes is
relatively small in comparison to the volume of business, (e.g.,
banking, public services, chain stores, etc.) corporations probably
base their contributions to the community chests on the desire
to enjoy the good-will of the community, and good-will is of mone-
tary value in business. As already indicated, the National Bureau
is not in a position even approximately to weigh the factors that de-
terniine the amount of corporation contributions to community chests.
However, by presenting the data, industry by industry, and calling
attention to the more obvious points about the contributions from
each industry, the way may at least be opened to more exhaustive
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inquiry as to corporation support by the boards of community
chests.
The order in which the chief industries will be discussed is
follows :—
I.Manufacturing
II.Trade—(a) Retailchains;(b) Retail and wholesale
trade, other than chain stores.
III.Finance—(a) Banks and trust companies; (b) Insurance;
(c) Other finance.
IV.Transportation and other public utilities—(a) Steam rail-
roads; (b) Water and other transportation (exclud-
ing electric traction);(c)Public utilities, other
than transportation, (electric light, power, traction,
gas, water, etc.)
V.Miscellaneous—(a) Service,(1) Amusement,(2) Ser-
vice, other than amusement;(b) Construction;
(c) Mining and quarrying;(d) Agriculture.
For each of the above mentioned industries the data will be
presented view to showing the following things :—
(a)Relative importance of the industry in respect to total cor-
poration contributions to community chests for the 10
years 1920-1929, inclusive.
(b)The trend of corporation contributions in that industry,
both absolutely and relatively.The effort to show the
trend of corporation contributions is complicated by the
fact that the number of community chests studied is not
stationary.It will be recalled that five of the community
chests included in our study have submitted data for the
year 1929 only, that 73 have submitted data for the years
1924-1929, inclusive, and that only 13 have submitted data
for the full ten year period—1920-1929, inclusive.This
last mentioned group will be used in seeking for discoverable
trends of corporation contributions in the various in-
dustries.
(c)The outstanding differences in number, amount and per
cent of contributions from each industry as between cities.
Obviously, only the fact of variation between cities can be
pointed out; the data do not permit of any conclusions as
to the reasons back ofthevariationsincontribu-
tions to different community chests from corporations in
the same industry.
For two industries,viz.,manufacturing and retailchain
stores, data will be submitted in the hope of shedding light on a
special aspect of the problem of corporation contributions to corn-
munity chests.What proportion of these corporation contribu-CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 141
tions are traceable to a relatively small number of nationally
organized and operating corporations, carrying on producing or
distributing activities in a large number of community chest cities,
and therefore called on for contributions to several community
chests?This special aspect of the problem was touched on in the
introductiontothisstudy.Community chestdirectors and
executives had expressed the fear that the financial support of
organized communitywelfare work might beimperilled by
theincreasingdominance in certain industriesofcorporations
organized on a national, rather than a local basis.Decisions as to
charitable contributions by such corporations are usually not made
by the local representatives, in close contact with community
needs, but by headquarters officials, not always in touch with the
communities in which the requests for corporation contributions
originate.Before proceeding with the discussion of data as to
corporation contributions by industries, it may be worth while to
point out which industries, in respect to community relationships,
are considered in this study as essentially local, and which are con-
sidered as either regional or national.
In the first group, obviously, are banks and trust companies,
(excepting in certain sections of the country in which branch bank-
ing is carried on).Electric light, power, traction, gas and water
companies may also be regarded as local, as far as community
relationships are concerned.Few of them are called upon to
contribute to more than one community chest.The fact that
many of these public utility companies are controlled by great
holding corporations does not alter this fact of local community
relationship.Telephone companies, on the other hand,not-
withstanding the fact that so many are associated in the Bell
Telephone System, are organized and give telephone service on a
state-wide basis.Some of them cover more than one state. So far
as contributions to community chests are concerned, however, each
telephone company seems to have complete autonomy.Few of
them are concerned with only one community chest.Several are
called upon to contribute to fifteen or twenty community chests.
The telegraph business, on the other hand, is clearly to be
considered as national for the purposes of this study.Both of the
great telegraph companies are involved in relationships with thous-
ands of local communities, and not more so with one community
than with another.142 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
Steam railroads are also considered as national in this study,
even though the system serves a particular region of the country.
Any given railroad system has community relationships with a
large number of places.This is also true of the important railway
express companies.The Pullman Company is an example of what
is meant in this study by a nationally organized and operating cor-
poration.
Transportation corporations, other than steam railroads, may
likewise be considered as national, even though many of them
(i.e., lake and river steamboat lines, autobus lines, and air transport
companies) serve limited regions only.Such corporations are
necessarily involved in community relationships with the various
places they touch in connection with their business.
The great majority of wholesale and retail trade corporations,
always exceptingtheimportant chain store concerns, are still
local as far as community relations are concerned.However, a
tendency toward merging of existing wholesale and retail mer-
chandising units is at work which is gradually destroying the purely
local character of many such concerns.
The construction industry, notwithstanding the importance of
a relatively few corporations handling building and contracting
work all over the United States, may, for the purposes of this study,
be regarded as local.That is to say, in a great majority of cases,
the contracting corporation carries on its business in a region
centering in the city in which the construction corporation has its
headquarters.Here again the problem of the construction corpora-
tion, as far as community chests are concerned, is usually the
relatively simple one of deciding how much to contribute to one
community chest.
While the manufacturing industry, speaking numerically,is
still local, so far as community relations are concerned, mergers
and consolidations are resulting in an increasing degree of domin-
ance by a number of nationally operating, publicly owned corpora-
tions.This is especially true in the fields of electrical equipment,
motor vehicles,tires and accessories,gasoline and lubricants,
food products, tobacco, and iron and steel.
In the field of amusements, half a dozen national or regional
chains of "legitimate" and motion picture theaters are the dominating
factors.The federal income tax authorities classify amusement
corporations under the heading of "service".This classification
also includes among other businesses restaurants and hotels.InCONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 143
these last two fields of service, chains are of increasing importance,
although taking the service group as a whole,relatively few of
the corporations are involved in public relations with more than
one community.
As to insurance, shall the great corporations that write the
bulk of the country's life and general insurance be called local or
national?In their operations, by reason of the geographical dis-
tribution of their business they are clearly national, although there
are a number of insurance companies that are regional or even
local in their field of operation. the standpoint of community
relationships, however, insurance companies may be considered
as essentially local, and, as will be brought out later in this section
of the report, insurance companies, when they respond to requests
of community chests for contributions, generally recognize only the
chest in the city in which the company has its head office.
The classification other finance includes a variety of corpora-
tions outside the fields of banking and insurance.Most of them are
local in their operations and privately owned, (i.e., "close" cor-
porations).They are not called upon to contribute to any other
community chest than the one in the city in which the corporation
is located.While the above mentioned group comprises many
corporations that are national in scope and whose stock is widely
distributed, e.g., holding companies, investment trusts, etc., their
relations with local communities are so incidental as not to afford
a very solid basis on which community chests can obtain contribu-
tions.Moreover, the fact that so many of the large holding
companies and investment trusts have their headquarters in New
York or Chicago (non-community chest cities) takes them outside
the reach of community chests.
I.Manufacturing
Forty-seven and two-tenths per cent of all corporation con-
tributions to 129 community chests for 1929 came from manufac-
turingcorporations.The number ofcontributions from that
group of concerns for 1929 was 14,794 or 43.5 per cent of the total
numberofcontributions fromcorporations.AsTable 28
shows, there has been asteadyincreaseinthenumber of
manufacturingcontributions each year since1920, but this
increase has been offset by a progressive decrease in the pro-
portionofcorporation contributions from themanufacturing
industry.In 1920, 64.6 per cent of the amount of all corpora-144 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 28
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM MANUFACTURING CORPOR-













































































































tion contributions came from manufacturing as against 47.2 per
cent in 1929.This does not indicate an actual decrease in con-
tributions from manufacturing corporations but a proportionate
increase in the contributions from other industries.
The foregoing table shows that manufacturing contributions
for 1929 were $257,242 more than for 1928.If, however, the
total contributions from manufacturing corporations to the five
community chests reporting oniy for 1929 are eliminated ($167,649),
the increase for the other 124 community chests for 1929 over 1928
is only $89,593 or 1.5 per cent.If the 514 manufacturing contribu-
tions to the five community chests reporting only for 1929 are
deducted from the total, the number of manufacturing contributions
to the other 124 community chests increased hut 292 over 1928.
Examination of the city tables for community chests (AppendixCONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 145
Table II) indicates that a number of community chests did in fact
show a loss in number of manufacturing contributions for 1929
as compared with 1928.Also there are a number of community
chests whose total numbers of manufacturing contributions for
1929, while more than for 1928, are less than for some prior year.
Of course, a continuous increase in the number of manufactur-
ing contributions to any given community chest is hardly tobe
expected.It may be assumed that by the fifth or sixth year of a
community chest's existence, it has canvassed corporation contri-
butors with fair thoroughness. Some loss of contributions through
merger or consolidation or even from bankruptcy is to be looked
for.
This apparent decline in support from manufacturing cor-
porations takes on a greater significance when the figures are
assembled for the 13 community chests that have been in continuous
operation for theten year period, 1920-1929.As Table 29
shows, these. 13 community chests,takenasa group, have
never received in contributions from manufacturing corporations
in any year after 1920 as much as they did that first year.This
table reveals the fact that for these 13 community chests, manu-
facturing contributions reached their lowest level, as far as amount
is concerned, in 1922. From this low level manufacturing contribu-
tions have (except for a slight recession in 1925) risen steadily to
$1,539,606 in 1929.At this level, however, they are still $98,163
under the total for the year 1920.Keeping in mind the fact that
these corporation contributions were pledged in the autunm of the
year preceding the one to which the contributions are credited, it
is evident that the severe business depression prevailing in the
latter part of 1921 resulted in the sharp decline in manufacturing
contributions to the community chests then in operation.On the
other hand, it will be noted that the number of manufacturing con-
tributions to these 13 community chests has grown steadily since
1920.
It will be seen that these 13 community chests lost $455,636
in manufacturing contributions between 1920 and 1922 and that
the loss between 1920 and 1921 was $312,302.This last mentioned
decline cannot be explained by business depression.One is tempted
to offer the explanation that many of the corporations that had
contributedrelativelylargeamounts in the autumn of 1919
cut their contributions the year later.146 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 29
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM MANUFACTURING
CORPORATIONS, TO 13 COMMUNITY CHESTS
























































































Reference to Appendix Table II for the 13 cities that reported
data from 1920, will show
facturing contributions to





On the basis of the foregoing data, the inference is probably
not justified that contributions from manufacturing corporations
to these 13 community chests have reached a stationary level.
It is significant, however, that the tenth year of these 13 community
chests finds them with only 2.9 per cent more manufacturing con-
tributions and only 6.2 per cent more in amount than they had in
1927, while the total corporation subscriptions increased 7.3 per cent
between 1927 and 1929. A more thorough analysis of the available
the varying mOvements present in manu-
these community chests between the
Detroit, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Ro-
Grand Rapids, seem to have been es-
ontheother hand, Toledo, Dayton,
gained manufacturing contributions fromCONTRIBIJTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 147
data would show how much of this net increase of $89,544 in manu-
facturing contributions was due to the 71 new contributions, bow
much was due to the increases in old contributions and how much of
these was offset by alossthrough reductioninoldcon-
tributions. It has not been feasible for the National Bureau to make
this analysis, but community chest boards would probably find it
worth while to make the study for their own local organizations.
For the 129 chests studied 47.2 per cent of all corporation
money received came from manufacturing corporations.Table 30
shows the chests that received more than 47.2 per cent of their
1929 corporation contributions from manufacturing and those that
received less.Community chests that are considerably above or
considerably below the average for the 129 community chests in
the year 1929 may find it worth while to analyze their own figures
in the hope of finding the explanation for their deviation from the
figure for all chests studied.
How many of the 14,794 manufacturing contributions, and
how much of the $6,112,576 contributed by this industry, for the
year 1929, can be traced to. nationally organized and operating
manufacturing corporations,i.e.,corporationswith community
relationships in several community chest cities?The method of
arriving at an approximate answer to this question has been des-
cribedintheintroduction to the study.After posting onto
the cards for nationally known manufacturing concerns, all con-
tributions reported by community chests as coming from that
corporation or a subsidiary company, the cards were classified
according to the branch of manufacturing in which the corporation
was principally engaged.These sub-classifications of the manu-
facturing industry are given in Appendix C.Only those corpora-
tions found contributing to three or more community chests in
any year since 1925 have been included in this particular tabulation.
This special analysis of the data shows that 164 nationally
organized and operating manufacturing corporations accounted for
2,255 of the contributions reported from the manufacturing industry
for the year 1929.This is 15.2 per cent of the number of all manu-
facturing contributions.The total amount contributed by these
164 corporations for 1929 was $1,616,446, or 26.4 per cent of the
total amount from the manufacturing industry.This means that
the other contributions from manufacturing are accounted for by
an indefinite number of corporations that contributed to so few148 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 30
PROPORTION OF CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
MANUFACTURING CORPORATIONS, FOR EACH
COMMUNITY CHEST, 1929
6.1

































































































































































































































































7.6CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES
TABLE 31
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM 164 MANUFACTURING
CORPORATIONS OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
IN COMPARISON WITH TOTAL MANUFACTURING













communitychestsin any year asnot to beconfrontedwith the
problem here under consideration.
Table 31 shows the number, amount, and per cent of all manu-
facturing corporations accounted for by these 164 manufacturing
corporations.It should be kept in mind, of course, that just as
the number of community chests has increased each year so there
would be new corporations appearing in the.listof contributors
each year.This is explained by the fact that a nationally operating
corporation might not appear as a contributor to a community chest
until a branch was organized in the chest city, or until a chest was
organized in the city in which that particular nationally operating



































The degree of centralization varies
of the manufacturing industry.Taking
porations as a group, the sub-divisions
industry in which concerns made the largest
are miscellaneous metals and machinery,
icals and drugs, and motor vehicles.
with different branches
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TABLE 33
NUMBER OF CONTRIBUTIONS AND AMOUNT
CONTRIBUTED TO COMMUNITY CHESTS BY EACH OF 45
MANUFACTURING CORPORATIONS OF NATIONAL
IMPORTANCE, 1929.
Corporation Amount of contributions Number of contributions
Largest 3 a $374,021 186
4th largest 41,005 6
5th largest 39,000 5
6thlargest 37,200 7
7th largest 32,950 15
8th largest 32,125 11
9th largest 31,875 4
10th largest 29,305 8
11th largest 26,928 48
12th largest 26,300 7
13th largest 25,565 8
14th largest 24,745 20
15th largest 23,300 21
16th largest 22,875
17th largest 22,800 28
18th largest 21,375 18
10th largest 18,975 11
20th largest 18,529 5
21stlargest 18,223 5
22nd largest 18,100 21
•23rd largest 17,864 56
24th largest 17,050 4
25th largest 16,875 19
26th largest 16,640 39
27th largest 16,175 11
28th largest 16,150 42
29th largest 13,400 S 11
30th largest 13,250 6
31st largest 13,115 11
32nd largest 12,785 50
33rd largest 12,725 16
34th largest 12,490 86
35th largest 12,385 6
36th largest 11,750 8
37th largest 11,669 32
38th largest 11,635 30
39th largest 11,200 5
40th largest 11,118 40
41st largest 11,100 7
42nd largest 10,880 39
43rd largest 10,705 30
44th largest 10,525 3
45th largest 10,306 34
aCombjned to eliminate the possibility of identification.152 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
Table 32. classifies these 164 nationally known and operating
manufacturing corporations according to their principal line of
busiiiess and shows the number of contributions and total amount
contributed by each to community chests in each year from 1925
to 1929, inclusive.
Table 33 shows the contributions credited to each of 45 nation-
ally organized manufacturing corporations found contributing the
largest sums to community chests for 1929.Whether these figures
indicate a situation perilous for the future support of community
chests is a question which can be answered only by a fuller an-
alysis than it has been feasible for the National Bureau to make.
How National Manufacturing Corporations Endeavor to System-
atize Contributions to Community Chests
Of the 14,794 contributions made to community chests by
manufacturing corporations in 1929, 2,255 have been shown in
Table 33 to have come from 164 nationally known concerns.
These average between 13 and 14 contributions each.Closer
examination of their contributions to community chests, however,
shows that the number of community chests to which a single
corporation in this group of 164 contributed in 1929 ranged from 3
to 99.Taking the 45 nationally known manufacturing corpora-
tions that contributed the largest amounts to community chests
for 1929, it is found that 28 of them contributed to 10 or more
chests; that 19 contributed to 20 or more; and that 5 contributed to
50 or more.It is apparent then, that for a number of large nation-
ally known manufacturing corporations there exists a special prob-
lem growing out of the extension of the community chest plan
to 325 American cities and towns.That problem is how to de-
termine which community chests out of those asking for contri-
butions shall receive any contribution, and how much shall be
contributed to each one recognized as having a justifiable claim
on the corporation.It is obvious that the corporation faced with
this problem will seek for some principle which will help it to decide
the question.As far as the National Bureau has been able to
learn by inquiry among leading nationally known manufacturing
corporations in different lines, no company has succeeded in evolv-
ing a formula which automatically tells how much the corporation
is justified in contributing to a particular charity.One fairlyCONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 153
broad principle, however, seems to be relied upon.The principle
is that contributions are made only to charitable organizations
carrying on work which can reasonably be assumed to be in the
nature of a direct service to the company's employes.Such ser-
vices are recognized as of benefit to the corporation's stockholders.
Notwithstanding the increasing liberality in the interpretation by
corporations of their responsibilities to the communities in which
they do business, many of the largest manufacturing concerns in
the country still require that their policy as to charitable contribu-
tions shall be in harmony with this somewhat limiting principle. In
anumberof corporations this principle is laid down in a carefully
prepared opinion by corporation counsel.From the standpoint
of the manufacturing corporation with interests in many places,
the advantage of using service to employes as a criterion of the
extent of corporation responsibility for the support of charitable
work in a given community is that the charitable organization
asking for a contribution can always be required to show in what
way and to what extent its work is of benefit to the stockholders
of that corporation.
However, something more than a general principle is required
satisfactorily to handle the problem of contributions to community
welfare organizations in the case of such corporations.Equally
necessary is a system for handling the large number of charitable
requests received.Few of the nationally known manufacturing
corporations studied leave any considerable discretion to branch
factory superintendents or district managers in respect to charitable
contributions.One of the largest corporations in the United States
permits presidents of subsidiary companies to make charitable
contributions up to $100.Any request for more than $100 must
be referred to the head office of the parent company.In other
companies, the limit of local expenditures on any single charitable
contribution is $25.The reasons actuating this policy are the
following:In the first place, head office officials and the directors
are aware of the pressure that can be brought upon a local manager
by1 those interested in getting contributions.More will be said
about this pressure later on.In the second place, decisions as to
charitable contributions often involve qualifications and knowledge
outside the realm of specialized technique in which the local factory
superintendent ordinarily functions.Finally, charitable contrib-
utions in one place in which the corporation carries on business
need to be related logically to contributions in many other places.154 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
Only a central authority can see all the parts in relation to the whole.
What, then, is the method by which requests for charitable
contributions originating in many localities are decided upon by
the central office officials?The system followed by most large
manufacturing concerns envisages a carefully established, syste-
• matically administered, annual budget of charitable contributions.
The method followed in several concerns is somewhat as follows:
Toward the end of the fiscal year managers of subsidiary com-
panies or branch factories and wholesale warehouse organizations
are asked to send in to the head office a list of all charitable con-
tributions which, in the opinion of the local representatives, should
be authorized for the ensuing year.In some corporations where
charitable contributions have been on a fairly large scale for a num-
ber of years, the head office prepares a tentative budget for each
local branch, based on previous contributions, and sends that list
to the local poeple for their consideration.Under either method,
the various local contributions that are favorably recommended
are assembled in the budget in the central office.In some cor-
porations this budget, after having been carefully gone over by a
committee of the central office executives concerned with produc-
tion, sales, public relations, etc., is referred to a committee of the
board of directors.In other corporations the matter of contrib-
utions does not apparently receive any formal consideration on
the part of the board, but is left to the president to decide. What-
ever the method followed, all requests for charitable contributions
usually come to one official charged with the duty of passing on
contributions within the general framework ofthe established
budget and the general principle above enunciated.Some cor-
porations have a rule not to authorize a contribution to a charitable
organization that has not been foresighted enough to get the re-
quest into the hands of local representatives in time for inclusion
in the total corporation budget.
In most of the national corporations studied, there seems to be
no tendency to make the budget for the year a hard and fast one
which cannot be exceeded in case of requests being received later
which have special merit.Corporations recognize that emer-
gencies may arise to which the corporation will wish to contribute
and the size of the contribution will have to be determined by the
central office in the light of circumstances.Red Cross disaster
appeals are cases in point.CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 155
Factors Determining Amounts Contributed to Community Chests
by Nationally Known Manufacturing Corporations
The foregoing outlines the system inoperation in typical
nationally known corporations for handling requests from commun-
ity chests for contributions.How is the amount to be contributed
actually decided?In other words, how is the principle of service
to employes applied in practice?The first question a corporation
with interests in a number of community chest cities must answer
is this:Is the corporation justified in contributing to this particular
community chest at all?The answer to this question depends upon
an affirmative answer to another question:Are the employes
of this corporation in that particular city served by the organiza-
lions that receive funds through the community chest?
Most nationally known manufacturing corporations seem to
apply the foregoing principle with considerable liberality.The
larger the number of employes in a place, the more likelihood there
is that some of them will at one time or another have to call upon
organizations participating in the community chestfor service.
Among those ready to give medical service are the hospitals, the
anti-tuberculosis and other specialized clinics.In many cities both
the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A. conduct clubs and classes of
special interest to the employes of industrial plants.The family
welfare or charity organization society often constitutes the chief
bulwark for many wage earning families in the event of unemploy-
ment.
Basing the decision as to contributions on the extent of actual
or potential service to employes immediately raises the question
whether the nationally known manufacturing corporation is justi-
fied in contributing to a community chest in a city in which it has
only a sales office,with a sales manager and a few office employcs
at work.
Several of the national manufacturing corporations consulted
have said that in such places no benefit to stockholders growing out
of service to the corporation's employes can be shown, and there-
fore the corporation should not be expected to contribute.Officials
of certain large national manufacturing corporations claim that
in some cities community chests refuse to acquiesce in this view
of the situation and bring pressure to bear upon the corporation
to get it to contribute.In a few cases it has been stated that this
pressure takes the form of a veiled threat to have business withheld
from the corporation.There is no evidence either that community156 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
chests in general practice this method or that the officials of the
community chests tolerate the practice when they know about it.
What probably happens is that over-enthusiastic campaign workers—
and among these may be business men occupying positions of great
influence in the community—attempt to apply this form of pres-
sure in their eagerness to see the required sum of money speedily
subscribed to the community chest.It must be plain that such
a practice would in the long run do harm to community chests.
The fact that differences of opinion exist between community chest
boards and the officials of nationally known manufacturing cor-
porations as to the responsibility of the corporation to support
organized community welfare work in places where oniy sales
offices are maintained, suggests the importance of clearer definition
of the principles underlying corporation responsibility in this re-
spect.
The contention that the corporation represented in a particular
place only by a sales office draws profits from that community and
ought therefore to put some of its profits back into the community
welfare services, receives little sympathetic response from corpora-
tion directors and officials.These latter reply that business, when
conducted on the right basis, is an exchange of values and the com-
munity in the long run is as much the beneficiary of sales madeby
the corporation in that community as the corporation is.What-
ever the merits of this argument, the fact as disclosed by inquiry
among typical national manufacturing corporations appears to be
that only in exceptional cases do they contribute to community
chests in places where only a sales office is maintained.
Besides sales offices such as those just referred to, a typical
nationally known manufacturing corporation may be represented in
community chest cities by either or both of two types of industrial
organization:(a)manufacturing plants,(b)wholesaledis-
tributing plants.These latter frequently involve some kind of
manufacturing, such as assembling or packaging.The exact
nature of the organization and the character and extent of the
employe personnel will of course vary from one line of manufactur-
ing to another.In practically all cases, however, the labor em-
ployed in manufacturing or wholesale distribution will include many
persons employed on a wage rather than a salary basis.These
are the individuals most subject to the hazards of accident, sick-
ness and unemployment.They are the persons likely to need the
services of public health or relief agencies such as are included inCONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 157
practically all community chests covered by this study.Service
by community chest member organizations to such employes would
be considered by the corporation as a benefit to its stockholders.
In places where manufacturing or wholesale distributing is
carried on, the problem of the corporation resolves itself into deter-
mining how much shall be contributed to the community chest in
thatparticular. city.In general,manufacturing corporations
endeavor to fix the amount of the contribution in relation to the
number of wage earners employed. On the other hand, it is doubt-
ful if any corporation has succeeded in applying this principle
consistently.The amount contributed by a corporation will be
determined by several factors.One of these is the relative financial
need of different community chests.In cities of approximately
the same size, the amounts needed by the community chest will
not be the same.Analysis of the community chest budgets in the
cities studied shows wide variation in the amount raised on a per
capita basis.Corporations, like individuals, will endeavor to find
out approximately how much is being contributed by other con-
cerns of approximately their own importance in the community
when volume of business, number of employes 'and payroll are taken
into account. -
Thefact that corporations in general endeavor to apply the
principle of service to employes as the basis for contributions to
community chests does not mean that they require charitable
organizations to submit to them records showing services actually
rendered to their employes.In general, manufacturing corpora-
tions appear to feel justified in contributing to community chests
if the type of service rendered by any charitable organization in the
community chest is of a kind likely to be utilized by the corpora-
tion's employes in case of necessity.For example, the incidence
of sickness among the employes of a certain corporation in a given
year in a particular community might be exceedingly low because
of the favorable working conditions.Nevertheless, the fact that
sickness is always to be reckoned with as something that may disable
an employe of that concern at any moment justifies it in contributing
to the community chest.The employes of a corporation in a particular
community chest city may have been very fortunate in respect to
steady employment over a number of years, and the corporation
may be so managed and its business of such a character that
there is relatively little seasonal unemployment. A corporation
in this fortunate situation would not for that reason feel that it158 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
was exempted from contributing to the local community chest
which in times of stress would, through its constituent organiza-
tions, act to alleviate the suffering due to unemployment.
There are, however, a corporations that prefer to contribute
directly to hospitals and certain other charitable organizations
participating in community chestsrather than to thecom-
munitychestitself.Corporationsfollowingthispractice
do so because they wish their records to show that the money has
actually gone to an organization rendering direct service to the
employesofthecorporation.One leadingmanufacturing
corporation with plants in several cities subscribes to the community
chest in the regular way but pays the subscription in four checks
of equal amounts, made out to charitable organizations partici-
pating in the chest.These four organizations are regarded by
the corporation as rendering services to employes constituting a
direct benefit to the stockholders.This practice is exceptional,
but itembodies a point of view expressed by other corporations
which nevertheless continue to make payment of their subscriptions
direct to the community chest.In several corporations, the ob-
jection is voiced that practically every chest includes as partici-
pants charitable organizations to which the corporation would
not feel justified in contributing if the appeal came directly from
that organization and not from the community chest.
The foregoing discussion would indicate that the amounts
contributed by any single nationally known manufacturing cor-
poration vary considerably as between different community chests,
in accordance with the difference in the degree of responsibility
felt by the corporation for the support of organized community
welfare services in those different communities.This statement
finds confirmation in records which have been made by the National
Bureau of the contributions by a number of selected national manu-
facturing corporations.The records for sixteen of the largest
manufacturing contributors to the 129 community chests included
in this study have been analyzed. Table 34 summarizes the con-
tributions of different size made by these sixteen nationally known
manufacturing corporations.
This table will repay close study because of the light the figures
shed upon the application in practice of the principle of service
to employes.
For Corporation Number One, 84.6 per cent of the total






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SO$ 12,783100.0 86$ 12,590100.0 39$ 10,880100.0
bycontributions.Analysis shows that these six contributions
ranged from $12,000 to $85,000, and that they were made to com-
munity chests in cities in which the largest manufacturing plants
of the corporation are located.At the other end of the scale of
contributions for this corporation it will be seen that 70 contrib-
utions of less than $150 account for only 1.8 per cent of the total.
In these cities the corporation is represented by wholesale and "ser-
vicing" activities. In a few of them the corporation is represented,
as far as could be learned, only by a sales branch.
From Corporation Number Two, thirty-two of the 129 com-
munity chests studied received contributions for 1929 totaling
$73,346.The largest three of these contributions accounted for
64.1 per cent of the total, and the smallest 14 contributions, ranging
in amount from $25 to $399, accounted for only 3.2 per cent of thecorporation distributes
warehouses.Display
Manufacturing plants
chest cities included in this
by the corporation to these
84.3 per cent of the total
from $500 to $7,500.The o
from $15 to $400 were mad
wholesale distributing (i. e.
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total.In the places in which the 3 largest contributions were
made the corporation carries on extensive manufacturing.In the
places in which the 14 smaller contributions were made the corpora-
tion, through its subsidiaries, maintains wholesale stocks of con-
siderable importance.
Corporation Number Five is
supplies and equipment purchased







through a number of regional
maintained in severalcities.
in 12 of the 129 community
study.The total amount contributed
12 community chests for 1929 equalled
These contributions ranged in size
ther 36 contributions, ranging in size
e to community chests in places w
selling to installing contractors)
the corporation.
In the case of Corporation Number Nine, 46.8 per cent of the
total contributed went to one community chest.It is in a city
where the corporation maintains one of its most important petroleum
refineries.Eleven contributionsof between $500 and $2,999
account of 47.7 per cent of the total.These are cities in which
bulk oil and gasoline storage and distribution are carried on on a
large scale.
Corporation Number Ten shows no contribution of over $2,500
to any of the cbmmunity chests included in this study.Ten con-
tributions varying in size from $500 to $2,500 account for 57.2
per cent of the total.The largest manufacturing plant of this
company, however, is not situated in a community chest city,
andthe amount contributedtocharitableorganizationsin
thatcity,is,therefore, not known by -theNational Bureau.
Another important manufacturing plant is situated in a community
chest city which did not submit data for this study.Inquiry
brings out that the two largest contributions ($2,500 and $2,000)
were made to community chests in cities in which important
manufacturing activities are carried on.The city in which the
larger of these two contributions was made is also an important
wholesale distribution center for the corporation.Eight contri-
butions ranging in size from $500 to $1,000 were to community
chests in cities where, with one exception, the corporation's chief162 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
interest is in wholesale distribution to contractors installing its
product.In the case of the one city referred to, while both manu-
facturing and wholesale distribution are carried on, the city is,
from the standpoint of the company, less important as a manuf a c-
turing center than as a point for the wholesale distribution of its
product.In all of these cities the corporation employs varying
numbers of wage earners who might occasionally be served by or-
ganizations participating in the local chest.The other 46 contri-
butions ranging in size from $25 to $400 account for 42.8 per cent
of the total.From the information available it is not possible to
say with certainty that contributions were made only in cities
where some warehousing (involving possibly some light manufac-
turing) is carried on.Judging from the location of the 12 cities
in which contributions of $25 or $50 were made, they would in all
probability be places where stocks of the company's product would
be carried.This corporation was one of those emphasizing that
contributions were ordinarily made oniy on the basis of some
direct service to employes.
Corporation number Sixteen is a large packer of meats.Its
principal slaughtering establishment is not in a community chest
city.Four contributions of $1,000 each, one of $1,500 and one of
$2,000 are the largest of 39.Together these six account for 69.0
per cent of the total. All but one of the six were made to community
chests in cities in which some slaughtering is done.Thirty-one
contributions ranging in size from $25 to $250 account for 21.0
per cent of the total.As far as available information discloses,
no manufacturing is carried on in these 31 cities.They are, how-
ever, important wholesale distributing points, where large stocks
of meats are carried.This concern was one of those which empha-
sized strongly its unwillingness to contribute in places in which
a sales branch with a few traveling salesmen constituted the com-
pany's chief activity.
These few examples, selected more or less at random, illustrate
the point mentioned above, that in general national manufacturing
corporations make their chief contributions in places where large
numbers of wage-earners are employed; that they contribute lesser
amounts in cities where their chief interest is in wholesale distrib-
uting involving warehousing and the reshipment of products;
and that oniy in exceptional cases do they contribute to community
chests in cities where the corporation is represented merely by
a sales branch.CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 163
II. Trade
(a)Retail chains; (b)Retail and wholesale trade other than
chain stores.
Contributions from corporations engaged in both wholesale and
retail merchandising account for 22.4 per cent of all the corporation
contributions reported by 129 community chests for 1929.
Because of the essentially national character of the retail chain
store business, a separate classification has been made of contribu-
tions from such corporations.
Unfortunately it has not proved feasible separately to tabulate
contributions from retail corporations that are purely local in opera-
tion.The retail concern, especially whenlocally owned and
depending for its profits on one community, is particularly suscep-
tible to influence when it comes to charitable contributions.Local
good-will and the friendship of small but organized groups in a com-
munity are of great importance to the retail department store.
This may be one reason why the department stores are shown by
the data to be among the large contributors to community chests.
It would doubtless be of significance to compare the amounts
received in contributions from locally owned and operated retail
establishments as a group and nationally known and operating
retail chains.However, on the original schedules sent in by
community chests, it was noted that many contributing corpora-
tions were indicated as being engaged in both wholesale and retail
trade.It was found impracticable, therefore, to make a separate
classification for retail concerns other than chain stores which are
engaged exclusively in retail trade.For this reason, while contribu-
tions from retail chain store corporations havebeen separately
classified, those from other retail and wholesale trade corporations
are combined.
Ha.RetailChain Store Corporations
In this section the term "chain store corporation" is used in a
somewhat limited sense.Purely local chains have been classified
underJIb,"retailand wholesale trade", and only those con-
tributions reported from corporations having fifteen or more retail
outlets operating under the name of the parent corporation in fifteen
or more cities have been included under the present heading.The
local chain concern operating in one or a few cities has a problem
no different from that of the great majority of local manufacturing164 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
or retail establishments, insofar as the community chest iscon-
cerned.The local chain, regardless of the number of stores, is
called upon to contribute to but one community chest.Since
it is desired to focus attention in this section on those chain store
corporations that are called upon to contribute to many community
chests, it has seemed desirable to include only those covered by
the definition given above.
Another type of corporation has been excluded from this
classification.This is the chain of department stores in which
each local unit continues to operate under its own name.Often
the local unit maintains its own corporate identity even though
stock ownership is vested in a holding corporation.It also appears
from inquiry that has been made that in such department store
chains, the local unit usually retains authority to decide how much
to contribute to the local community chest.This practice seems
to justify treating such department store units as local enterprises
and excluding their contributions to community chests from a
classification primarily concerned with national chain store con-
tributions.
While chain store corporations do not as yet account for more
than a small proportion of the total corporation contributions to
community chests, the proportion, in respect to both number and
amount, has grown steadily in every year since 1920. This is clearly
shown in Table 35.
Even when deduction is made of the 34 chain store contribu-
tions to the five chests reporting only for 1929, and amounting to
$16,170, the increase for the other 124 chests for 1929 over 1928
is 226 in number,or 18.3 per cent,and $63,016 in amount,or 21.0
per cent.Only twelve community chests reported smaller chain store
contributions for 1929 than for 1928.On the other hand the in-
creases in amount of chain store contributions reported by many
community chests for 1929 over 1928are in many cases more
than fifty per cent (see Appendix Table II).
If the 13 community chests that have reported data for the ten
years 1920-1929 are taken as a group, the growth in chain store
contributions is equally striking.In Table 36 the proportion of
total corporation contributions coming from chain stores in differ-
ent years closely parallels those shown in Table 35 for all chests.
While the amount received by these 13 ten-year chests for 1929
is two and three-quarters times the amount reported for 1920, the
number ofcontributions in 1929isthree and a half timesCONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 165
TABLE 35
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM. CHAIN STORE CORPORATIONS,










































































































the number in 1920.Reference to the summary tables (Appendix
Table II) shows that all of these thirteen older chests have en-
joyed an increase in the number of chain store contributions.
To the question, has the growth in number and amount of
chain store contributions been at the expense of contributions to
community chests from purely local retail corporations, no satis-
factory answer can be given.For reasons given in the preceding
section it has not been feasible to separate local retail contributions
from wholesale.The data submitted in the following section
show that there has been an increase in number and amount of
contributions from the wholesale and retail group (exclusive of
chain stores) but the growth has not been as pronounced.
'When the term "chain store" is used, the average person
naturally thinks of a group of concerns engaged in various kinds
of retail merchandising, and maintaining retail stores in a large
number of cities the country over. A person familiar with the166 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 36
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM CHAIN STORE CORPORATIONS,
























































































the chain store concerns whose names, if stated, would be familiar
to most readers.
The question to be answered is this: How many of the con-
tributions from all chain store corporations, and how much of the
total chain store contributions to community chests for 1929 came
from these thirty-four nationally known chain corporations?
Table 37 answers this question.Figures for the years 1925,
1926, 1927 and 1928 are also shown, for comparative purposes.In
1925, it may be seen that the thirty-four national chains made 363
contributions amounting to $112,948.By 1929 the number of
contributions had grown to 957 and the amount to $279,427.The
increase in number and amount of contributions by these thirty-
chain store industry would perhaps be ableto name from
memory fiftysuch corporations.The average person would
probably not be able to name more than twenty.For the purpose
of this study, a list of thirty-four has been prepared.These areCONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 167
TABLE 37
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM 34 CHAIN STORES OF NATIONAL
IMPORTANCE IN COMPARISON WITH TOTAL CHAIN
STORE CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS REPORTED
BY ALL COMMUNITY CHESTS STUDIED, 1925-1929.
C •f Per cent of total chain
Total chain store corpor- store corporation con In-
ation contributions . butionsfrom 34 national corporations chain store corporations
Year —
Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount
1925 622 $161,541 363 $112,948 58.4 69.9
1926 844 225,233 502 155,022 59.5 68.8
1927 1,018 257,409 638 185,087 62.7 71.9
1928 1,233 300,079 775 224,025 62.9 74.7
1929 1,493 379,265 957 279,427 64.1 73.7
four corporations from 1925 to 1929 is explained by the fact that each
succeeding year saw the organization of community chests incities
in which those concerns were already doing business, as well as by
the fact that the amount of business done by these corporations and
the number of stores operated by them hadincreased.More
significance may be attached to the data of per cent of chain store
gifts coming from the chains of national importance.These larger
organizations, in 1925, gave 58.4 per cent of the number of gifts
from all chains and 69.9 per cent of the amount.In 1929 these
thirty-four concerns accounted for 64.1 per cent of the number
of contributions and 73.7 per cent, nearly three-quarters, of all
money given by chain stores.
In Table 38 the number of contributions and the amounts
contributed to community chests in each of the years 1925-1929
inclusive by these thirty-four national chain store corporations, are
shown.This table indicates that approximately fifty per cent
of all the chain store contributions reported for 1929 (Table 35)
came from 7 corporations.
In respect to contributions to community chests, chain store
corporations have a different problem from that of national manu-
facturing concerns.Unlike the latter, the chain store does not168 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS.
TABLE 38
NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO COMMUNITY CHESTS
•FROM EACH OF 34 CHAIN STORE CORPORATIONS OF NATIONAL
IMPORTANCE, 1925-1929.
1929 1928 1927 1926 1925
Cor-
pora-Num- Num- Nuni- Num- Num-
tionber of Amount of ber of Amount of ber of Amount of berofAmount of ber of Amount of
con-contribu-con-contribu-con-contribu-con-contribu-con-contribu-
tribu- ionstribu- ionstribu- ionstribu-tionstribu-tions
tion tions tions tions tions
land2a185$ 82.075 143$ 68,155 117$ 46.967105$ 38,591 83$27,189
3 71 34,322 68 31,050 68 29,477 62 26,571 51 23,130
4 47 28,220 42 22,140 36 20,450 29 18,890 24 13,733
5 89 19,850 80 15,295 67 12,145 41 7,525 26 4,831
6 29 17.350 6 13 050 5 12.250 3 11.750 4 9,350
7 27 14,950 23 7,655 20 6.560 12 3,713 8 1,645
8 4 7,100 4 6.850 4 6,250 3 4,400 2 3,750
9 14 6,700 14 6,700 14 6,800 13 6,600 9 3,675
10 9 6,650 6 6,150 6 6,150 5 5,900 3 5,300
11 45 6,257 39 4,728 35 4,425 30 3,985 22 2,820
12 41 6,163 33 5,182 28 3,030 23 2,195 12 1,240
13 6 5,950 6 2,275 5 1.225 2 125 .
14 32 5,610 29 4,511 25 4,090 20 2,910 13 2,235
15 .56 4,450 50 4,160 43 3,710 29 1,910 22 1,633
16 8 4,215 10 4,405 7 3,780 6 2,115 3 1,550
17 33 4,090 28 2,235 15 1,125 16 1,125 11 675
18 32 3,743 26 3,150 23 3,330 17 2,763 10 860
19 3 2,600 2 2,100 2 2,100 2 1,950 1 1,850
20 22 2,450 20 2,250 7 1,400 3 1,125 3 70
21 4 2,300 4 2,225 3 2,375 4 2,973 4 3,075
22 3 2,100 2 1,750 1 750 1 750 1 750
23 37 1,620 34 1,428 35 1,565 25 1,115 16 803
24 9 1,540 6 1,700 6 1,290 5 1,305 2 350
25 9 1,450 3 850 6 900 3 400 2 300
26 25 1,300 11 325 .. .... 2 30
27 24 1.160 21 1,000 13 580 14 715 14 810
28 13 1,005 5 300 6 650 6 500 5 625
29 15 940 6 261 5 215 2 70
30 20 905 17 605 12 481 8 350 6 225
31 14 510 12 410 7 215 2 75 1 25
32 9 585 7 440 3 215 2 420 2 370
33 10 450 8 210 6 187 3 75 1 25
34 12 815 8 480 6 400 2 75 2 50
Total 957$279,427 775$224,025 6388185,087 502$135,022 363$112,948
to eliminate the possibility of identification,
employ large numbers of people in relation to volume of business.
Chain store corporations therefore do not think of their relationship
to the community chest as one involving a direct benefit to the
stockholders by reason of personal service which employes may
receive from the social welfare organizations participating in the
chest.While, like some ofthe great national manufacturing
corporationsdiscussedinthepreceding section,chain store
corporationsfeelan imperiouscalltosystematizecontribu-
tions to a large number of community chests, theirrelationship
to the chest grows out of a different concern.CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 169
The local chain store, as has been amply demonstrated, is
dependent on community good will.An attitude of hostility on
the part of consumers can seriously affect chain store sales.The
leading chain store corporations ofthecountryareconscious
of the value of community good will and are increasingly taking
measures to enlist that good will in their favor.Inquiry among
leading national chain store corporations brings out clearly that
they are now actively trying to bring about the most satisfactory
possible relations with the communities in which they do business.
The chain store executives and directors recognize that anything
that makes a community a better place in which to live means in the
long run more business to the chain store.As long as the com-
munity chest can satisfy the chain store corporation that its efforts
make for community betterment, the policy of the leading chain
stores, as unequivocally stated by their representatives to the
writers of this report, is that they will support community chests.
It must be kept in mind that the chain store industry is a new
one.It is just emerging from the period of extensive development.
During the past few0 years consolidations of existing chains, the
opening of new stores, and other problems immediately related to
the actual business of the chain store, have absorbed the attention
of executives.Chain store men have stated that the industry is
now entering upon an era of intensive growth.Scientific man—
agement looking toward the development of more economical
business methods is now receiving attention.Community rela—
tions as having a vital bearing on sales is one of the problems to
which chain stores are paying more and more attention as a factor
in their intensive development.There is evidence that a few
old established corporations which formerly ignored the matter
of community relationships have recently adopted a more sym-
pathetic attitude.Today the policy of most of the leading concerns
is one of active participation in local community affairs.Not
only is the chain store corporation contributing money to com-
munity chests and other civic institutions, but the local managers
arebeinginstructedtotake onresponsibilitiesasworkers
in community activites.The writers have been shown copies of
letters from chain store headquarters to their local managers
clearly indicating that this personal participation in community life
is now a definite part of chain store policy.Chain store corpora-
tions express sympathy with the community chest idea.As one
chain store executive put it, they are themselves centralized organ-170 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
izations and they understand a movement which, like the com-
munity chest, embodies a centralizing tendency in social organiza-
tion.They admit that the community chest simplifies the problem
of charitable giving for the chain store.It will be apparent that
the chain store corporation is a prominent target for any and all
charitable appeals in the community. The community chest,where
it includes the responsible welfare organizations of the community,
makes it possible for the chain store corporation to refuse to make
contributions to organizations that cannot show a worth-while
purpose and program.
As to administrative practice in respect of community chest
contributions, national chain store corporations may be grouped
in two classes:
a.Those that authorize the local manager to expend a fixed
per cent of the preceding year's gross sales on charitable
donations.
b. Those that allow the local manager discretion to make
charitable donations on behalf of the corporation up to a
fixed amount, (usually $25) all requests for larger contribu-
tions than $25 being referred to the headquarters office for
decision.In some corporations the district manager is
authorized to decide such questions.
Where system (a) is in operation, the local manager is usually
authorized to apportion the charitable budget among different
organizations applying for contributions.The assumption is that
where the local community chest includes most of the local charities,
the bulk of the charitable budget will be expended in a contribution
to the chest.Where system (b) is in force, the national head-
quarters office usually has a budget to which contributions,
when authorized, are charged.This budget is usually made up at
the beginning of the year and is based on the accounting department's
record of charitable contributions made during the previous year.
In some cases the head office of the chain store corporation draws
the check and sends it to the local manager to be handed by him
personally to the community chest.It will be apparent that the
object in doing this is to secure for the corporation whatever benefit
may accrue from the publicity attendant upon this more formal
handing over of the money.
That the basis of chain store contributions is still full of un-
certainities is evidenced by the fact that the National Chain Store
Association during the early months of1930 made astudyCONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 171
ofthe subjectforits members.The hope of the National
Chain Store Association is that the various factors involved in
arriving at the amounts to be contributed to the community chest
can be determined, and the relative weights to be given the different
factors likewise arrived at.For example, it is pointed out by chain
store executives that a uniform per cent of local sales for all national
chain store corporations would not meet the situation because of
the varying rates of net profit in different branches of the chain
store industry.Grocery chains, ready-to-wear chains, drug chains
and department store chains, operate on different rates of profit on
sales.
The difference in the degree of centralized control exercised
by the national chain store corporation over its local branches also
determines to some extent the method of handling community chest
contributions.Some national chain corporations receive daily
reports of sales and expenses from their local branches.Others
receive weekly reports.Such corporations can of course leave a
fair measure of authority with the local manager in respect to
charitable contributions and at the same time have complete control
over such contributions by merely scrutinizing periodic expense
sheets.
Another factor in the contributions of national chain stores to
community chests is undoubtedly the extent to which the local
manager participates in profits.In most chain store corporations
the local manager's chief income is from his bonus or other form of
profit sharing.This means that the local manager hasevery
inducement to keep expenses down to the lowest possible level.
Chain store executives admit that the profit-sharing principle may
sometimes work to defeat the community relations policy of the
corporation because niggardliness on the part of the local manager
may be involuntarily encouraged.For this reason the national
chain corporations are obliged to oversee carefully the matter of
charitable contributions even where the local manager has authority
to decide the amount of contributions.
National chain corporation executives admit that their contri-
butions to community chests at present show inconsistencies.That
is to say, contributions by a corporation to community chests in
cities of approximately the same population and in which the chain
corporation does approximately the same volume of business, will
vary widely.The basis of a fixed per cent of sales is a "rule of
thumb," and most chain corporations treat it as a very flexible rule172 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
in order to enable them to consider local situations on their merits.
Chain store executives recognize that the community chest budget
in one city may be larger or smaller than in a city of similar size
because of variation in the living and employment conditio ris in
different places.
Some chain store executives have expressed doubt as to the
wisdom of the present method of solicitation of contributions em-
ployed by community chests.As has been pointed out elsewhere in
this report, the community chest raisesits contribution budget
by an intensively organized campaign of a weekor ten days'
duration.Corporations are usually solicited to make contributions
in exactly the same way that individuals are solicited.In other
other words, some individual solicitor is given the names of corpora-
tions which it is hoped will contribute.Some community chests
distinguish between corporations which are locally owned and
managed and those that are owned and directed out of town.
In some cases a special committee is made responsbile for getting
the contributions from these out-of-town corporations.However,
the practice is fairly uniform.The volunteer solicitor approaches
the local chain store representative with a request for a contribution.
In some case.s, as indicated above, the local chain store manager can
decide the matter then and there.In other cases, he is obliged
to refer the request with his own recommendation to the head
office.In any event, charitable contributions will be determined
on the basis of net profits even where the amount of the contribu-
tion is charged up to advertising or other expenses.The amount
of the charitable budget of the chain store corporation will, in most
cases, be determined by the net profits of the preceding year.Tinder
the circumstances, some chain store executives wonder why the
community chests make their appeal for contributions in one cer-
tain week of the year, requiring the expenditure of considerable
time and effort on the part of both the volunteer solicitor and the
chain store manager, when the matter could perhaps be handled
more effectively at the time of the year when the chain store corporation
was making up its budget for the current fiscal period.It should
be kept in mind that many chain store corporations operate on a
budget system for major itemsof expense as well as for such
relatively small items as charitable contributions.
One other point involving the relationship of the national chain
stores to the local community chest may be cited in conclusion.
As stated, it is now the policy of most leading national chainstoreCONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 173
corporations to have their local managers participate actively in
localcivicaffairs.Thispolicynecessarilyfocusesatten-
tion on the extent to which the local manager may possess the
qualities that make for effective participation in community activ-
ities.Undoubtedly in this respect the local merchant has an
advantage.Not oniy has be grown up in thecommunity
and is therefore familiar with most aspects of the community life;
not oniy does he have a wide acquaintance among members of the
community; but the very fact that he has had to rely on his own
efforts to build up his business has developed qualities of personality
that make him an effective participant in community affairs. Chain
store corporations admit that in selecting local managers they have
looked for those qualities which in their opinion would bring about
increased sales and reduced expenses.Usually the reward dangled
before the eyes of the local chain store manager for successful
administration of the business consigned to him is transfer to some
larger place.Community chest officials and directors complain
that some chain store managers are as temporary in the town
as some preachers, and that an even more serious deprivation to the
community than the mere loss of cash contributions istheloss
of man-power needed to develop civic projects and thus promote
community betterment.Community chests and other civic insti-
tutions have not been developed by men and women whose hearts
were in other communities.The chain store corporations recognize
that if they are to arrive at a satisfactory basis of relationships to
the local communities in which they do business, they must not
only make it a definite policy to contribute as generously as possible
to the support of local activities, but they must also place at the
disposal of the communities local managers who can serve as
community builders
JIb.Retail and Wholesale Trade, Other than Chain Stores
Table 39 shows that the per cent of total amount of corporation
contributions from retail and wholesale trade corporations, other
than chain stores, has risen from 18.0 per cent in 1920 to 19.5 per
cent in 1929, but that the high point was reached in the year 1923,
when wholesale and retail trade contributions accounted for 22.9
per cent of all the corporation contributions to the 49 community
chests included.Since 1923, there has been a steady decline in the
proportion of corporation contributions coming from wholesale and
retail trade concerns.174 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 39
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM RETAIL AND WHOLESALE
TRADE CORPORATIONS, OTHER THAN CHAIN STORES,
TO ALL COMMUNITY CHESTS STUDIED, 1920-1929.
Per cent Per cent
of total of total
Number ofnumber of Contributionsamount ofcontributionscorporation
Num- Total from retailcorporationfrom retail contribu- and wholesale contributionsand wholesale tions Yearbercontributions trade from retail trade from retail of from corporationsand whole- chestscorporationsother thansale tradecorporationsand whole-
other thansale trade chain storescorporationschain storescorporations other than other than chain stores chain stores
192013$ 2,535,819$ 457,350 18.0 741 27.9
102122 2,815,983 597,647 21.2 1,317 28.2
192229 3,134,134 673,979 21.5 1,822 27.0
192349 4,975,061 1,139,610 22.9 3,122 28.9
192473 7,711,208 1,654,429 21.5 4,020 28.6
192594 9,042,012 1,982,178 21.9 6,216 28.4
1926109 10,757,339 2,322,567 21.6 7,358 27.9
1927119 12,015,222 2,453,117 20.4 8,329 27.5
1928 124 12,265,850 2,455,580 20.0 8,678 27.1
1929129 12,954,769 2,526,242 19.5 9,073 26.7
Ifthe 326 contributions to 5 community chests reporting only
for 1929 and amounting to $76,017 are deducted, it will be seen
that there was an actual loss of $5,355 in the amount received in
contributions from wholesale and retail trade corporations in 1929
over 1928 by the other 124community chests.As against this
net loss in amount there was an increase of 69 in number of con-
tributions to these 124 chests.Reference to the Appendix Table II
shows which of the chests lost wholesale and retail trade con-
tributions in 1929 and which gained them.
Taking as a group the 13 community chests that have re-
porteddata forthe10-year period covered by the study, a
somewhat different situation is disclosed.As Table 40 shows,CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 175
TABLE 40
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM RETAIL AND WHOLESALE
TRADE CORPORATIONS, OTHER THAN CHAIN STORES,



































































































these 13 community chests have together gained 492 contri-
butions from the wholesale and retail trade corporations or 66.4
per cent.The amount, however, has increased in 10 years only
$16,458 or 3.6 per cent.On the other hand, after reaching a low
level in 1922, contributions from this group of corporations have
increased steadily each year with the exception of a recession in
1924. The data in Appendix Table II for the 13 ten-year community
chests will repay study by those seeking to discover possible trends
in contributions to community chests by this particular group of
corporations.
ilLFinance
In this section will be discussed data as to corporation con-
tributions by three groups of finance concerns, as follows :—176 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
(a)Banks and trust companies,
(b)Insurance companies,
(c)Other finance companies.
lila.Banks and Trusts Companies
The increasing importance of banks and trust companies in the
financial support of community chests is clearly shown in Table 41
which indicates that the per cent of the total amount of corporation
contributions from banks and trust companies has risen from 6.1
per cent for 1920, when there were oniy 13 community chests, to
10.7 per cent for 1929, when 129 community chests reported.
The 5 community chests that reported only for 1929 together
account for 50 bank and trust contributions, totalling $41,583. If
allowance is made for these contributions, it appears that the net
increase over 1928 for the 124 community chests was $40,082, or
3.1 per cent, in amount, and 24 in number, or 2.6 per cent.
Reference to the city tables (Appendix Table II) shows that for
most of the community chests reporting for both 1928 and 1929,
the banks and trust company contributions seem to be fairly
stationary.In some cities, the decreases may be the result of
consolidations of local banks.On the other hand, theincreases,
both in number and amount, of bank and trust company contribu-
tions shown by a number of cities, must be taken as indicating a
change in attitude on the part of local banking institutions towards
contributions to the community chests.
Since the banking field has not been characterized by a high
rate of increase in the number of banks in the past ten years, the
growth in the number of contributions from banks and trust com-
panies reported by the 13 community chests that have been in
continuous operation for the ten years 1920-1929, inclusive,is
especially noteworthy.Table 42 shows that the number of banks
and trust companies contributing to these 13 chests has grown
from 79 to 142 or 79.7 per cent, whereas the amount contributed
to these 13 chests has increased by $89,933 or 58.5 per cent.
In considering the number of contributions coming from banks
and trust companies it must be noted that some cities received a
number of gifts directly from the local banks while others received
a single gift from the local clearing house which ordinarily pro-rates
the gift among the various member banks.Table 43 shows the
chests which, in 1929, received part or all of their gifts from banksCONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 177
TABLE 41
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM BANK AND TRUST
CORPORATIONS, TO ALL COMMUNITY CHESTS STUDIED,
1920-1929.
Per cent Per cent
of total b f of total
Num- Total Contributionsamount of er number of
bercontributionsfrom bankcorporation corporation earof from and trustcontributionsrornancontributions
chests corporationscorporationsfrom bank an from bank
and trustcorpora 0 Sand trust
corporations corporations
192013$ 2,535,819$153,804 6.1 79 3.0
192122 2,815,983 229,459 8.1 160 3.4
192229 3,134,134 232,665 7.4 219 3.2
192349 4,975,961 410,857 8.2 331 3.1
192473 7,711,208 667,981 8.7 505 2.9
192594. 9,042,012 816,399 0.0 622 2.8
1926 109 10,757,339 1,021,543 9. 750 2.8
1927119 12,015,222 1,185,321 9.9 891 2.9
1928124 12,265,850 1,308,272 10.7 933 2.9
1929 129 12,954,769 1,389,937 10.7 1,007 3.0
and trust companies through the local clearing house.In the
twenty cities in which data were available as to the number of banks
participating in the clearing house giftsin 1929, it appears that
these twenty clearing house contributions embraced 134 banks.
There are only 14 community chests reporting no contributions
from banks and trust companies in any year.They are:Roches-
ter, N.Y., Kansas City, Kan., Knoxville, Tenn., Wilkes Barre, Pa.,
Terre Haute, md., Mt. Vernon, N.Y., Jamestown, N. Y., Auburn,
N. Y., Spartanburg, S. C., Mason City, Iowa, Ithaca, N. Y.,
Morristown, N.J., Goldsboro, N.C., and Rochester, N.H.
Another fact worth noting is that many of the community
chests that show contributions from banks and trust companies
report that certain of their local banking institutions have never
contributed.178 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 42
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM BANK AND TRUST
CORPORATIONS, TO 13 COMMUNITY CHESTS
REPORTING FOR EACH YEAR, 1920-1929.



























1920 $2,535,819 $153,804 6.1 79 3.1
1921 2,226,826 171,799 7.7 99 3.0
1922 2,047,300 149,911 7.3 100 2.7
1923 2,238,545 183,892 8.2 110 2.8
1924 2,305,172 183,161 7.9 107 2.5
1925 2,319,690 179,818 7.8 110 2.4
1926 2,413,031 194,673 8.1 120 2.6
1927 2,608,317 216,129 8.3 137 2.7
1928 2,756,182 248,184 9.0 135 2.7
1929 2,799,192 243,737 8.7 142 2.8
Apparentlybank boards are not as yet by any means completely
unified on -the subject of charitable contributions.Of course, each
banking institution is a law unto itself as far as charitable contri-
butions are concerned, and it may be assumed that the differences
in the attitudes of bank officials with respect to contributions to com-
munity chests reflect clear-cut policies in these institutions.
ifib.Insurance
Taken as a whole the insurance industry supplied only 1.5
per cent of the total amount contributed by all corporations to 129
community chests for the year 1929.Only 259 contributions
out of 33,977 for 1929 came from insurance companies.Sixty-four
of the 129 community chests reported some contributions fromCONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 179
TABLE 43
NUMBER OF BANKS CONTRIBUTING THROUGH CLEARING
HOUSE AND NUMBER GIVING SEPARATELY, FOR EACH

























Dallas' 8 9 17
Dayton 5 .. 5









Hamilton 4 .. 4
Kalamazoo 4 .. 4
Lincoln 4 3 7





















New Orleans 6 1 7
Roanoke 5 .. 5
SanJose 5 2 7
South Bend 12 2 14
Springfield, Ill 4 .. 4
aThese gifts are shown elsewhere as a single contribution for each city since the
gifts were from the clearing houses and not from the banks.
for Dallas are for 1928.In 1929 Dallas banks gave separately rather
than through the clearing house.
oData not available.
insurance companies for 1929 and 65 showed none.Table 44
shows the part played by the insurance industry in the support of
community chests for the different years covered by the study.
The true significance of the foregoing figures is more clearly
shown by looking at contributions to community chests from the
standpoint of the insurance companies themselves.The relatively
large number of companies writing various kinds of insurance in the
United States should be kept in mind in connection with the relative-
ly small part played by the insurance business in the financial180 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 44
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM INSURANCE CORPORATIONS,
TO ALL COMMUNITY CHESTS STUDIED., 19204929.
Per cent Per cent
of total Nbf of total
Num- Total Contributionsamount of 0 number of
Yearbercontributions from corporationcOflurluUUOflScorporation




192013$ 2,535,819$ 26,400 1.0 15 .6
192122 2,815,983 47,250 1.7 28 .6
192229 3,134,134 50,190 1.6 39 .6
192349 4,975,961 59,243 1.2 74 .7
192473 7,711,208 82,226 1.1 105 .6
192594 9,042,012 99,758 1.1 128 .6
1926 109 10,757,339 130,444 1.2 170 .6
1927 119 12,015,222 154,360 1.3 206 .7
1928 124 12,265,850 165,974 1.4 226 .7
1929 129 12,954,769 189,360 1.5 259 .8
support of community chests.The preliminary report of "Statis-
tics of Income from Returns of Net Income for 1927" published in
1928 by the United States Bureau of Internal Revenue, shows that
1,729"insurance companies—life, mutual or stock companies
(not agents); accident; casualty; fidelity and bonding; marine;
mutual and title; mutual benefit associations, etc." made returns
for the year 1927.Of these, 959 reported some net income subject
to taxation.In round numbers, then, there were close to a thous-
and insurance companies that were in a financial position to con-
tribute to some community chest.
As a matter of fact, the 259 contributions reported by 64
community chests for 1929 were made by 239 different companies,
all but 6 of which are domestic companies.
It will be apparent, therefore, that few of the contributing
companies made contributions to more than one community chest.
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2insurance companies (oneof which was foreign)con-
tributed to 4 community chests apiece for 1929,
1insurance company contributed to 3 chests for 1929,
12insurance companies contributed to 2 chests apiece for 1929,
224insurance companies contributed to 1 chest for 1929.
The few companies that contributed to more than one com-
munity chest for 1929 suggests the obvious query: To what
extent were these insurance contributions made exclusively to the
community chest in the city in which the contributing insurance
company bad its home office?The answer is that 217 insurance
companies contributed only to the chest in the home office city.
Seven insurance companies that had their home office in a com-
munity chest city are reported as contributing to chests in cities
in which they were represented by agencies. These did not contribute
to their local chest.This at once raises the question:Were these
last mentioned contributions perhaps made by the local agent in
the name of the company, but actually paid by the agent out of his
own pocket?This is possible.However, to guard against the
possibility of counting contributions from agents as contributions
from the insurance company itself, the community chests reporting
insurance contributions wereallspecially queried.Only where
definite assurance was given that the reported contribution actually
came from the insurance company itself was it included.
At this point, it becomes desirable to differentiate between
life and accident insurance companies and fire and general insurance
companies.Table 45 shows how many out of 1,047 nationally
known insurance companies were reported as contributing to any
of the 129 chests studied for 1929, and how many apparently did
not contribute.
That nearly half of these 1,047 insurance companies are not
reported as contributing to any of the 129 community chests
studied isexplained by the fact that their home office is not in a
community chest city.The method of selling insurance through
local agentswould naturally make it more difficult for a com-
munity chest effectively to establish sympathetic contact with
the offices of the insurance company, situated in some other city.
However, the fact that 353 insurance companies having their
home office in one of the community chest cities studied did not
contribute even to the community chest in the home office city
may strike the reader as needing explanation.As stated elsewhere
in this report, it has not been within the scope of the inquiry to182 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
search for the reasons why some insurance corporations contribute
to community chests and some do not.
The number of companies writing life insurance in the United
States is close to 300.According to figures published by the
Association of Life Insurance Presidents in January, 1930, the
total amount of life insurance in force as of December 31, 1929
for 264 companies reporting was $98,441,747,000.Nine com-
panies accounted for 60 per cent of total and 18 for over 75
per cent.The fifty companies reporting the largest amounts of
life insurance in force on December 31, 1928 were the following
(companies having their home office in one of the 129 community
chest cities studied are indicated by an asterisk)':
Metropolitan New York
N.Y. City Newark N. Y. City
Equitable *Travelers Mutual
N. Y. City Hartford N. Y. City
*Northwestern Mutual *Aetna John Hancock
Milwaukee Hartford Boston
*Mutual Benefit *Penfl Mutual. Mutual
Newark Philadelphia. Springfield
*[Jnion Central State New England Mutual
Cincinnati St. Louis Boston
*Connecticut General *proyjdent Mutual Bankers
Hartford Philadelphia Des Momes
*Connecticut Mutual *Western & Southern *Paclfic Mutual
Hartford Cincinnati Los Angeles
National *State Mutual Eqmtable of Iowa
Ft. Wayne Worcester Des Moines
National *American National *Phoemx Mutual
Montpelier Galveston Hartford
Guardian *Reiance *Fidehty Mutual
N. Y. City Pittsburgh Philadelphia
*Kansas City Home *Jefferson Standard
Kansas City, Mo. N. Y. City Greensboro, N.O.
*Efe Ins. Co. of Va. *Acacia Mutual *Northwestern National
Richmond Washington, D.C. Minneapohs
National of U.S.A. *State Life *Southwestern
Chicago Indianapolis Dallas
*American Central Columbian National *Frankljn
Indianapolis Boston Springfield, Ill.
*Berkshire Great Southern Central
Pittsfield Houston Des Moines
Iffinois *Pan...American Peoria
Chicago New Orleans Peoria
*Minhiesota Mutual *Atlantic
St. Paul Richmond
Thirty-three of these largest life companies have their home
office in some one of the 129 community chest cities included in
this study.Of the above 33, 13 are reported as contributing
the chest in the home office city for 1929, and one ascontribut-
'Houston, Des Moines, and Peoria have community chests, although no data were
submitted for this study.CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 183
TABLE 45
NTJMBER OF INSURANCE COMPANIES CONTRIBUTING AND NOT CON-
TRIBUTING TO COMMUNITY CHESTS, CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO
WHETHER HOME OFFICES ARE OR ARE NOT IN A CHEST CITY




Homeoffice in non-chest city
_____________________-
Total
Type ofContributing Conttibuting Not, con- Contribut- Not contri. number of
insuranceto chest into chest intribut-Totallug to chestbuting toTotal cor-
writtenhome officean agency ing to in an any chest porations
city city any chest agency citystudied
Life and
accident 81 2 87 170 5 77 82 252
Fire and
General 136 5 266 407 10 378 388 795
Total 217 7 353 577 15 455 470 1.047
ing in an agency city, but not in the home office city.One of
the 18 largest that does not have its home office in a community
chest city is reported as contributing to one community chest for
1929.
The amounts contributed by insurance companies to com-
munity chests for 1929 vary widely.Of the 259 contributions 121,
or 46.7 per cent, were less than $200, 171, or 66.0 per cent, were
less than $500, 88, or 34.0 per cent, were $500 or more, and 50,
or 19.3 per cent, were $1,000 or more.
The permanency of contributions made to community chests
by insurance companies is also worth calling attention to.Ap-
parently, once an insurance company decidesitisjustifiedin
contributing to the community chest in its home office city, it is
satisfied to continue the contribution. Eliminating .from considera-
tion Washington, D. C. and Pittsburgh, in which community chests
were not in operation prior to1929, no instance is found of a
contribution from a life insurance company made during 1928 being
cut off in 1929. In several instances contributions have been contin-
ued uninterruptedly (not always in the same amount, however)
froni the year of the chest's organization. On the other hand, if
Washington and Pittsburgh are again left out of consideration, 9
chests received 12 contributions from insurance companies for 1929
for the first time2.These initial contributions amounted in all to
Knoxville, Memphis, Detroit, Wichita, Springfield, Mass., New Orleans,
Little Rock, and Toledo.184 CORPORATIONCONTRIBUTIONS
$725.Turning to the fire and general insurance companies, only
2 contributions made in 1928 were lost in On the other
hand, 17 new contributions from fire and general insurance companies
were reported for by 16 community chests, the total amount
received being $5,620. Whether this indicates a permanent addition
to the ranks of insurance company contributions cannot be stated at
this time.In general the conclusion seems justified that a situation
of comparative stability has been reached as far as insurance company
contributions to community chests are concerned.If the relatively
large number of insurance companies not at present contributing to
community chests even in cities in which their home office is located,
are to be brought into the ranks of contributors, some more precise
basis for expecting contributions will probably have to be established
by the community chests as a group.Appendix Table II shows
for eachcitytheinsurancecompanycontributionsthat
have been received by community chests.Community chests
reporting no contributions from insurance companies in any year
are:Louisville, Rochester, N.Y., Syracuse, Worcester, Youngs-
town, Flint, Scranton, Bridgeport, Albany, Oranges and Maplewood,
N.J., Kansas City, Kans., El Paso, Canton, Duluth, Reading,
Lowell, Tacoma, Utica, Schenectady, Wilkes Barre, South Bend,
Terre Haute, Pontiac, Holyoke, Kalamazoo, Long Beach, Charles-
ton, W. Va., Mt. Vernon, Pittsfield,York, Lima, Lexington,
Battle Creek, Aurora, Jamestown, N.Y., Auburn, Green Bay,
Moline, Colorado Springs,Joplin,Asheville,Plainfield,War-
ren,Spartanburg,PortArthur,Washington,Pa.,White
Plains, Bristol, Mason City, Attleboro, Ann Arbor, Santa Barbara,
Ithaca, Corning, Morristown, West Chester, Goldsboro, Roches-
ter, N. H., New Brighton, and Texarkana.
Illc.Other Finance
The variety and number of corporations whose contributions
are classified under "other finance" makes it somewhat difficult to
analyze satisfactorily this particular group of contributions5.Table
Louis and San Francisco.
4llarrisburg, San Francisco, Cincinnati, Wichita, Baltimore, Los Angeles, Dallas,
Lansing, Minneapolis, Sioux City, Newark, Grand Rapids, Roanoke, New Haven,
Springfield, and Indianapolis.
5Other finance includes corporations of the following types:stock and bond
brokers; companies the retail sale of automobiles, furniture, etc.; real estate
companies; holding compames (not operating); note and pawn brokers; dealers in ac-
ceptances; insurance agents; customs brokers; dealers in oil leases or royalties; financial
promotors, and others.CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 185
TABLE 46
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM FINANCE CORPORATIONS,
OTHER THAN BANK, TRUST, AND INSURANCE, TO




























































































46 shows, however, that for this group of corporations there has
been a steady growth in the per cent of total corporation contribu-
tions.If allowance is made for contributions to the 5 chests report-
ing only for 1929 there is still an increase for 1929 over 1928 for the
other 124 chests.The net increase in number for the 124 chests
is 61 and the net increase in amount is $15,201.The city tables
for the 129 community chests (see Appendix Table II) show a
good deal of movement up and down in respect both to number
and amount of contributions from "other finance" corporations
during the past three or four years.One of the striking facts
disclosed by examination of the city tables is the wide variation
in number of contributions from "other finance" corporations in
cities of approximately the same size.One possible explanation
for this wide variation in number may be that many of the cor-186 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 47
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM FINANCE CORPORATIONS,
OTHER THAN BANK, TRUST, AND INSURANCE, TO 13










































































porations classified under other finance arecloselyownedcon-
cerns, resembling partnerships.In some cases, the three or four
individuals owning the corporation might make personal contribu-
tions and in .other cases, the contribution might be made in the
name of the corporation.In the first case, of course, the contribu-
tions would not be included in this study.
Reference to the city tables will also show that many com-
munity chests registered fairly serious losses in the amount of other
finance contributions between 1928 and 1929. A careful analysis
of the 129 community chest schedules would of course show the
extent to which these losses were due to reduction in amount of old
contributions and how much was due to complete loss.It has
not been feasible for the National Bureau to make this analysis,
but community chests will probably findworth while to do so.CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 187
Another feature of the trend in contributions from other
finance corporations is shown by taking the experience of the 13
community chests that have submitted data for the 10-year period
1920-1929, inclusive.This is shown in Table 47 which indicates
that there has been a decided growth in the gifts from other finance.
In 1920 these 13 cities received $71,119 or 2.8 per cent of their
corporation gifts from 122 concerns, and in 1929 they obtained
$138,909 or 5.0 per cent of all corporation gifts, from 387 other
finance corporations.
This classification, of course, includes a good many corporations
that are properly described as national.Investment trusts and
holding corporations of various kinds are included.The absence
of these large concerns from the ranks of contributing corpora-
tions isperhapsexplained by thefactthatsuchalarge
proportion of the more important holding companies and invest-
ment trusts have their headquarters in New York, Chicago or
Boston, which are non-community chest cities.Even where such
companieshavetheirheadquartersincommunitychest
cities, the basis of the relationship between the finance corporation
and the communityisexceedingly tenuous. Corporations
of the type of investment trusts and holding companies have
practically no direct relations with the community.They employ
relatively few people in proportion to the volume of business and
the element of community good-will is probably of comparatively
little importance to the holding company.Again, many of these
finance corporations are interested in operating companies primarily
from the investment standpoint.On the other hand, it is obvious
that the growth in number and importance of corporations that
do not come into direct relations with any community through
their own operations, but. which have, because of their ownership
of other companies, diminished the responsibility of the subsidiary
companies to the community in which they operate, may constitute
a problem which the community chests will have to face in the
future.So far, however, the practice seems tobe, even where
the operating companies are entirely owned by holding companies,
to leave full authority as to charitable contributions to the company
which is in direct relationship with the community.
IV.Transportation and Other Public Utilities
In order to bring out the relatively insignificant proportion of
total corporation contributions to community chests by steam188 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 48
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM RAILROAD CORPORATIONS,





















































































railroads, and the relatively important amount coming fromother
types of public utility corporations, the Internal Revenue grouping
has been divided into three sub-groups as follows:
(a).Steam railroads
(b).Water and other transportation
(c)Public utilities other than transportation
Electriclight,power, and electrictraction;gas;
telephone and telegraph; water companies, etc.
IVa.Steam Railroads
The relatively small part played by railroads in contributions
to community chests (in no year more than four-tenths of one per
cent) is shown in Table 48.CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 189
Only17of the contributionsreportedfor the year 1929
actually came from main line railroads.The rule followed in
classifying corporation contributions in this study has resulted in
contributions from subsidiary companies being counted asfrom
the railroad corporations owning or controlling them.Before
entering upon a discussion of contributions made by the steam
railroads to community chests, it will probably be well to call
attentiontothe above mentionedcontributions.Clearlyto
picture the situation, as it relates to railroad contributions, the
following should probably be left out of consideration :—
Baltimore,Md. $700, 1929; $500, 1928; $450, 1927; $250, 1926.
Beaumont, Tex., $100, 1927-1929, inclusive.
Detroit, Mich., $3,500, 1928 and 1929; $2,500, 1927.
Duluth, Minn., $200, 1928 and 1929.
Harrisburg, Pa. $25, 1928.
Indianapolis, md., $3,050, 1928-1929, inclusive.
Kansas City, Mo. $25, 1925 and 1926.
Lancaster, Pa. $25, 1928 and 1929.
St. Louis, Mo. $500, 1927-1929, inclusive.
St. Paul, Minn. $150, 1927-1929; $15, 1926; $100, 1925; $100,
1923; $25, 1922.
Toledo, 0. $50; 1926-1929, inclusive.
The above contributions came from such corporations as
terminal companies, connecting and belt linerailroads, wharf
companies, and coal, water, bridge, stockyards, and restaurant
companies owned by railroads.Seven other contributions in
1929 came from a concern so closely associated with the railroads
as to be classified with them.
When the discussion is limited to contributions from main-
line railroads, it appears from the data studied that only 13 main-
line railroads contributed to any of the 129 community chests for
the year 1929.The total contributed by them was $28,550.Two
roads contributed to 4 community chests apiece in cities along their
lines, one road contributed to 2 chests; the other 10 roads contributed
to one community chestapiece.The picture of railroadsin
relation to the financial support of community chests can be shown
in another way.It will be recalled that the Interstate Commerce
Conmiission recently proposed a grouping of railroads into 21
systems.Table 49 shows the number and amount of contributions
to community chests for the year 1929 reported as coming from
the railroads in each of the proposed systems.190 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 49
NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF RAILROAD CONTRIBUTIONS
TO COMMUNITY CHESTS IN 1929, FOR EACH OF 21












1 27 1 $50
2 11 . ..
3 48 . ..
4 59 •4 1,900
5 63 4 11,400
6 51 2 12,950
7 63 1 300
8 58 . ..
9 43 1 100
10 44 . ..
11 20 . ..
12 31 . ..









16 63 . ..
17 28 . ••
18 77 1 250
19 43 . ..
20 8 . ..





The size of the 17 contributions made to community chests
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From the foregoing data, it would appear that the railroad
industry of the United States is characterized by a clear cut policy
of not contributing directly in money to community chests. While
it has not been within the scope of this study to ask corporations
why they contribute or do not contribute to community chests, it
may not be amiss to put down some thoughts which may possibly
account for the fact that the steam railroads of the United States
have contributed so little of the total amount received by com-
munity chests from corporations.
It was suggested that perhaps the contributions by railroads to
Railroad Y.M,C.A.'s might, in the minds of railroad executives
and directors, constitute an adequate discharge of their responsibility
for the financial support of organized community welfare services.
In this connection, however, information supplied by the railroad
department of the National Council of Y.M.C.A.'s shows that in
only 34 of the 129 community chest cities covered by the study are
Railroad Y.M.C.A.'s in operation.In 10 of these cities,the
community chest received a railroad contribution for 1929.The
absence of an organized Railroad Y.M.C.A. in many of the com-
munity chest cities that received no railroad contributions disposes
of this ground of explanation for the abstention of railroads from
financial contributions to community chests.
Contributions made directly by railroad companies to local
TravelersAid Societies should be taken into consideration in
measuring railroad support for organized community welfare ser-
vices.In most cities where there is both a community chest and a
Travelers' Aid Society, the latter is a participating member of the
chest.Apparently, in some cities, the railroad companies prefer
to contribute directly to the Travelers' Aid Society.Table 50
shows contributions from steam railroads reported by local Travel-
ers' Aid Societies for 1928 to the National Association of Travelers'
Aid Societies, New York.
Another reason which has.been suggested to explain the absence
of almost all leading railroads from the lists of corporation contribu-
tions to community chests is the governmental control exercised
over them after the entry of the United States into the world war.
In Part I of this report it was shown that the participation
of the United States in the world war brought about, among other
changes, a new attitude on the part of corporations towards con-
tributions to organized community welfare activities. Itseems
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could have developed without the incentive of the war, and its
influence in creating a new spirit of unity among all elements in
the community.That corporations felt the urge of this new spirit
is evidence by their widespread and generous contributions to the
1917 and 1918 war relief appeals of the Red Cross, the Y.M.C.A.,
the United War Work Campaign and the local war chests.It
is significant that railroads participated to a very limited extent in
contributions to the war time welfare appeals.Perhaps the fact
that they came under Federal control soon after the entry of the
United States into the war has some bearing on their lack of partici-
pation.This is one hypothesis offered to explain the present lack
of contributions from railroads to the community chests, which
were the inheritors of the war-created policy of corporation con-
tributions to community welfare activites.Being under Federal
control, there was no more reason why railroads should expend
money in the form of charitable contributions than there was for
any other government department to do so.
IVb.Waterand Other Transportation
The number and amount of contributions to community chests
from corporations engaged in water and other transportation are
so small that the data could perhaps have been included with the
other industries discussed in section V following,miscellaneous.
However, it has seemed more logical to present such data as are
available in the section dealing with transportation and other
public utilities.This classification includes a variety of busi-
nesses, among which the following should be noted: refrigerator
or tank car companies; warehousing, packing and shipping com-
panies, (union stock yards thus are included in this classification);
water transportation companies; air lines; auto bus lines; taxicab
companies.
Table 51 shows the number, amount, and per cent of total
contributions to community chests for the years 1920-1929, inclu-
sive, from this group of transportation corporations.
Deducting the 16 contributions, amounting to $3,829 to the
5 community chests reporting only for 1929, the net increase shown
by the other 124 community chests for 1929 over 1928 is only 18
contributions, totalling $990.Reference to the city tables (Appen-
dix Table II) will show that many of the larger community chests
reported no increase in contributions from water and other trans-
portation companies for 1929 as compared with 1928.194 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 51
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM TRANSPORTATION




























































































If union stock yards and other warehousing and shipping
corporations are left out of consideration, then water transportation
is of course the most important branch of transportation covered by
this classification.It is obvious also that not all community chests
will be in a position to get contributions from water transportation
companies, but only those in cities which are located on the Atlan-
tic, Gulf, or Pacific Coasts or on the Great Lakes ornavigable
rivers.As a matter of fact, 203 contributions reported for the
year 1929 came from water transportation companies and the total
amount contributed by such companies was $91,971, or slightly
more than the amount attributable to the 549 other transportation
corporation gifts for that year.
Taking into consideration the number of community chest'
cities which might reasonably expect to receive contributions fromCONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 195
TABLE 52
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PUBLIC UTILITY
CORPORATIONS, OTHER THAN TRANSPORTATION,
TO ALL COMMUNITY CHESTS STUDIED, 1920-1929.
Per cent of Per cent of
total amountNumber oftotal number Contributions
Num-Total from of corpora-contributionsof corpora-
tion contribu- from tion contribu- hercontributions public utilitytions from utilitytions from Yearof from corporationspublic utilitycorporationspublic utility chestscorporationsother thancorporationsother thancorporations transportationother thantransportationother than
transportation transportation
192013$ 2,535,819 $ 56,503 2,2 22 .8
192122 2,815,983 77,248 2.7 38 .8
192229 3,134,134 106,915 3.4 57 .8
192349 4,975,961 210,402 4.2 120 1.1
192473 7,711,208 327,833 4.3 206 1.2
192594 9,042,012 427,331 4.7 264 1.2
192610910,757,339 530,800 4.9 317 1.2
192711912,015,222 609,807 5.1 378 1.2
1928 12412,265,850 686,084 5.6 408 1.3
192912912,954,769 787,680 6.1 450 1.3
water transportation companies, because they are in terminal
cities of steamship lines, the number of contributions from water
transportation companies seems small.As a matter of fact, a
number of community chests reported inability to get contributions
from steamship lines.The reason might be that the relationship
existing between a steamship line and the community is not a
clearly defined one.Ordinarily, the steamship company, whether
engaged in ocean, lake, or river transportation, does not maintain
a plant or factory.While it may employ large numbers of men,
they are only casually related to the communities touched by the
steamships (this is especially true of the steamship crews), or else
the labor depended upon to handle cargo at terminal points is
picked up by the company as occasion demands.The nature of196 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 53
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PUBLIC UTILITY
CORPORATIONS, OTHER THAN TRANSPORTATION, TO


































































































the water transportation business probably develops a feeling on
the part of steamship company boards and executives that they
are only incidentally interested in communities touched for taking on
or discharging passengers or cargo. The same reason might logical-
ly, be applied to bus and air transportation companies.In the
absence of any considerable number of employes who might make
use of the services of the welfare organizations participating in the
community chests, these corporations are not yet aware of any
community relationship which would normally find expression in a
contribution to the community chest.
Plc.Public UtilitiesOther than Transportation
By elimination of the transportation industry, this classifi-CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 197
cation necessarily includes electric light, power, traction, tele-
phone, gas, and water corporations.
In this group, we are dealing with types of service which are
handled practically on a local and monopolistic basis.This means
thatrelatively small number of corporationsisinvolved as
compared with such industries as manufacturing, trade, etc.The
reason for the relatively small number of contributions to the 129
community chests from public utility corporations (other than
transportation) is thus apparent.Notable, too, is the fact that
only 450 contributions, accounted for as much as $787,680 or 6.1
per cent of all of the corporation contributions for 1929.Table
52 shows how the proportion of the amount of total corporation
contributions coming from this group of public utility corporations
has increased steadily during the 10-year period covered by the
study.This increase is still noteworthy if 26 contributions amount-
ing to $51,900 to the 5 community chests reporting only for 1929
are deducted.For the other 124 community chests, the net in-
crease for 1929 over 1928 was 16 contributions and the net amount
of increase was $49,696 or 7.2 per cent.Reference to the city
tables (Appendix Table II) shows what one would actually expect,
that the number of contributions to community chests from this
group of public utility corporations is now nearly stationary.On
the other hand, the increase in amountsreceived from public
utility corporations in 1929 as compared with 1928 is marked.
The only cities reporting no contributions from public utility cor-
porations are Charleston, S. C. and Plainfield, N. J.
The experience of the 13 community chests that have submitted
data for the entire 10 year period 1920-1929 inclusive, likewise
reflects the increased measure of support from public utility cor-
porations other than transportation.Although the number of
public utility concerns in these 13 cities can hardly have shown any
great increase in the ten year period, the number of contributions
(Table 53) has risen from 22 in 1920 to 54 in 1929.As against 2.2
per cent of the total amount of corporation contributions in 1920,
public utility corporations supplied 5.0 per cent of the total amount
of corporation contributions to these 13 older chests in 1929.The
increase in amount for 1929 over 1920 for these 13 cities is $82,280
or 145.6 per cent.
While the industry at present being discussed is one in which
great national holding corporations play a preponderating role,
this factor of non-local ownership apparently does not enter into198 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
the matter as far as contributions to community chests are concern-
ed.Each local public service company, even if its stock is com-
pletely owned by a nationally known holding corporation, appears
to have complete autonomy in the matter of charitable contribu-
tions.The increase in number and amount contributed by public
service corporations may be taken as reflecting the new attitude
of such corporations towards the public.The electric light com-
pany, the telephone company, the local traction company are in
the most personal relationship with the individuals making up the
community.The effort which the great public service corpora-
tions are making to secure the good-will of their customers is shown
in many ways.The important part played by public utility cor-
porations in the support of community chests is doubtless only
another manifestation of the desire on the part of such corporations
to have the good-will of the community.
Analysis of the data submitted shows that of the $787,680 con-
tributed by public utilities other than transportation to community
chests for the year 1929, $137,170, or 17.4 per cent was credited
to telephone companies.
V. Miscellaneous
Four industries together account for only 5.6 per cent of the
totalcorporation contributions to community chests.These
industries are the following:-








Amusement—Under the above classification are included con-
tributions from corporations in the following lines of business:
Theaters (legitimate); motion picture producers, distributors and
exhibitors; parks; bathing beaches, golf links; race tracks; skating
rinks; etc.
Table 54 summarizes the contributions shown by community
chests from amusement corporations forthe years 1920-1929,
inclusive.CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 199
TABLE 54
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM AMUSEMENT






















































































As has already been pointed out in the introduction to Part III.
the theatrical industry is characterized by increasing centraliza-
tion in a few large corporations operating chains of theaters.
In order to bring out the extent to which contributions re-
ceived by community chests came from five national corporations
controlling through their subsidiaries, nearly 3,000 legitimate and
motion picture theaters, a special analysis was made.Table 55
shows the results.
It is rather significant that nearly 17 per cent in number of all
the contributions received from amusement corporations for 1929
are traceable to 5 national amusement corporations or their sub-
sidiaries, and that 31 .7 per cent of the total amount came from
these concerns.
It is not easy to trace the affiliation of local theaters with these
5 national concerns.In many places a local theater may only be
leased to the national chain corporation.It is possible that ii200 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 55
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM 5 AMUSEMENT CORPORATIONS OF
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE IN COMPARISON WITH TOTAL
AMUSEMENT CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
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TABLE 57
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM SERVICE CORPORATIONS




























































































every local theater owned or controlled by one of these 5 national
chains could be identified, the number and amount of contribu-
tions credited to them would be even larger than that shown in the
foregoing table.
Table 56, disguising the identity of the 5 corporations, shows
the part played by each in contributions to community chests in
different years.It would greatly increase the value of the ap-
pended table if the number of community chest cities in which each
of these 5 corporations owns or controls theaters could be shown.
In this way it could be brought out whether these national amuse-
ment corporations contribute to community chests in all the cities
in which they own theaters or only in some.However, it has not
been possible to show this fact.
Service Other than Amusement—The variety of corporations
whose contributions are included under the above heading is shown202 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
by the following list, which closely follows the classification used by
the Bureau of Internal Revenue (see Appendix C):
Domestic—Laundries; hotels;restaurants; beauty parlors;
barbers, etc.
Professional—Curative; educational; engineering and legal; etc.
Business—Corporate management; credit and protection bur-
eaus; detective bureaus; advertising and selling adver-
tising space; accountants; actuaries; business promoters,
etc.
Other ServiceSight seeing tours; undertaking establishments;
cemeteries; newspaper syndicates; cloak room corninis-
sions; photographers, etc.
In no year has this group of service corporations contributed
more than 2.0 per cent of the total contributed by all corporations.
Table 57 summarizes the amount, per cent and number of contri-
butions for the years covered by this study.
In this group of corporations are found several of nation-wide
extent, their operations bringing them into the class of chains.
Hotel and restaurant corporations are classed as service.Chains
of hotels are becoming more common.The tendency toward
consolidation, on a regional if not a national scale, is making itself
felt in the laundry business. One advertising company has branches
in many community chest cities.
In order to bring out the extent to which the 1,434 contribu-
tions from other service corporations could be traced back to im-
portant national corporations, a special analysis of the data was
made by summarizing the contributions reported by the various
community chests from five restaurant chains, one national hotel
chain, one national advertising corporation with branches in many
cities, and two laundry concerns which are consolidations of local
laundries.Only 72 of the 1,434 contributions reported by commun-
ity chests for 1929 were credited to these nine national corpora-
tions, and the amount which they gave was only $16,338 or 6.4 per
cent of the total.
Vb.Construction
Corporations whose contributions to community chests are
discussed in this section comprise the following lines of business
Building and construction above ground—installing ma-
chinery and equipment; moving, razing or wrecking buildings;CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 203
TABLE 58
SUMMARY OF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM CONSTRUCTION CORPOR-






















































































construction underground and on surface(not buildings),
road building; bridge building; irrigation systems; laying pipe
for gas or sewer systems; water front construction and related
industries; ship construction and repairing, etc.
In no year of the ten covered by this study has the amount of
construction contributions to community chests exceeded 2.0
per cent of the total of corporation contributions.Table 58 sum-
marizes the data and shows that while the proportion of corpora-
tion money received from construction has undergone little change
over the 10 year period, there has nevertheless been a marked
increase in both the number and amount of gifts from this source.
As can be seen from the relatively constant percentages, the growth
amount from construction has very closely kept pace with the
growth in gifts from all corporations.204 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TABLE 59
SUMMARYOF ALL CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM MINING AND QUARRYING
























































































The corporations whose contributions are included in the above
classification are those engaged in the following lines of business:
Mining metals—copper, iron, lead, zinc, gold, silver, quicksilver,
manganese; also extracting processes.Non-metal mining—coal,
lignite, peat;oil and gas,drilling, exploring and prospecting;
other minerals—asbestos, borax, sulphur; quarrying—clay, sand,
marble, rock; grading and washing; salt mines, producing and re-
fining; lessors or holders of mining or quarrying property.
Large petroleum corporations that refine their own oil are
classified along with manufacturing corporations, even though they
have their own oil wells.Of the 17,999 mining and quarrying
corporations that filed returns to the Federal government for 1927,
net income was reported by 5,127.In view of the importance ofCONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 205
this industry, both in point of number of producing companies
and value of product, the relatively small part played by mining
and quarrying corporations in the total corporation support for
129 community chests for 1929 stands out.Table 59 shows,
the mining and quarrying corporation 'contributions reported by
community chests for the years covered by this study.
The explanation for this relatively small number and amount
of mining and quarrying contributions doubtless is that such con-
cerns do not carry on their principal operations in urban, but in
mountainous sections of the country.In many instances the min-
ing community is one almost exclusively dependent upon a single
mining corporation.The number of community chests reporting
contributions from mining and quarrying corporations for 1929 is
70.The othy community chests reporting a proportion of corpora-
tion gifts from mining and quarrying corporations for 1929 in ex-
cess of 5 per cent are Tulsa, Okia., 11.5 per cent; Wichita, Falls,
Tex., 24.8 per cent; Salt Lake City, 11.4 per cent; Wilkes Barre,
Pa., 27.4 per cent; Springfield, Ill., 11.1 per cent; Washington, Pa.,
6.8 per cent.The first two are important oil producing centers;
the third is important in the non-ferrous metals industry; the fourth,
fifth, and sixth are coal mining towns.
However, as Appendix Table II shows, many of the 70 com-
munity chests reporting contributions from mining and quarrying
corporations are not in mining or oil and gas centers.This leads
to the inference that some community chests have succeeded in
getting contributions from the mining and quarrying corporations
that have either their principal office, or an important sales branch,
in the city, or else got small contributions from sand and gravel
companies.Many community chests apparently believe the pres-
ence in their city of the principal or sales office of a mining, quarry-
ing, or petroleum company is ground for expecting a contribution
from such a corporation.This attitude is indicated by the fact
that a number of community chests specifically listed mining,
quarrying, and petroleum companies as not contributing.Only
a few of these community chests are in cities that could reasonably
be called mining or petroleum centers.It was not within the scope
of this study to ask corporations to state the grounds on which
they either gave or declined to give to community chests.How-
ever, a few corporation officers have expressed the conviction that
the fact that their concern had a sales office, that is to say, an
"order taking" office in a community chest city did not justify206 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
the corporation in making a contribution to the local community
chest.In the case of the mining and quarrying industry, however,
it appears that some corporations contribute to community chests
in cities where they maintain an important sales office, or where
the principal office of the corporation is maintained.The latter may
be the case, even though the mining operation is carried on else-
where.Of course, if a mining company actually extracted minerals
in or near a community chest city, its position in regard to the local
community chest would appear to be analogous to that of a cor-
poration actually manufacturing in the community.But relatively
few mining companies are in this situation.In the non-ferrous
metal industry metal may be refined in a plant situated in a city.
But few of the 129 community chests studied have metal refineries
of this sort.In the case of the petroleum industry, corporations
extracting oil and gas frequently have their headquarterscom-
munity chest cities, although the actual extraction takes place in a
rural region.Coal mining is not usually carried on in urban cen-
ters, though Scranton, Pa., is an exception.In that city, anthra-
cite coal mining is carried on underneath the city itself.
The Pittsburgh Welfare Fund reports several contributions
from bituminous coal mining companies, but reports an equal
number as not contributing.If the field of the Pittsburgh Welfare
Fund be taken to be the area known locally as "Greater Pitts-
burgh," now almost contiguous with Allegheny County, much
coal mining actually is carried on within the limits of that area.
The fact that inimportantmining centers like Scranton and
Pittsburgh some coal companies contribute to the local chests
while others do not, indicates that there is not as yet a complete
meeting of minds as to when a mining corporation is justified in
spending stockholders' money in the form of contributions to com-
munity chests
A mining and quarrying corporation, judging from the data
analyzed, seems to contribute to a community chest only if in that
particular city the corporation
(a) carries on mining operations (including smelting or re-
fining, in the case of some mining companies), or
(b) has its head office in that city, or
(c) has a branch sales office of some importance in that city.
In the case of (a) the ground for the contribution is doubtless
that men are employed by the company who receive service from
the welfare organizations participating in the community chest.CONTRIBUTIONS BY CHIEF INDUSTRIES 207
Taking the mining industry as a .whole, there is a comparatively
small proportion of companies that actually carry on mining or
smelting operations in or near a community chest city.
In the case of (b) the contribution is probably based on the
personal relations existing between the head officials and directors
of the mining corporation and the community.That is to say,
the corporation has come to be identified with the life of the com-
munity, regardless of the fact that mining operations are carried
on elsewhere.
In the case of (c) the contribution may be based on the fact that
important customers of the mining corporation are among those
active in raising the community chest fund.In other words,
"good will" is the quid pro quo.
It has not been feasible to examine each and every one of the
356 contributions from mining and quarrying corporations reported
by community chests for 1929 to determine in which of the three
above mentioned categories they fall.It would seem, however,
that if community chests are greatly to increase the number and
amount of contributions from mining and quarrying corporations,
they must find more solid grounds on which such contributions
can be based than appear to exist at present.As indicated above,
there is probably not much room for growth in contributions from
mining and quarrying corporations, in view of the fact that few
of these corporations employ large numbers of men in community
chest cities.Evidently the possibilities of increasing contribu-
tions from mining and quarrying corporations lie in finding some
mutually satisfactory grounds on which contributions can be made
to the chests in those cities where the corporation is represented by
a sales office.
Vd.Agriculture
In no year covered by this study have agricultural
accounted for more than one-tenth of one per cent of the total
corporation contributions to community chests.Only 61 such
contributions were reported for 1929 and the total contributed
was $9,577.The reason is obvious.Agricultural corporations
6As classified by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, corporations engaged in agriculture
and related industries comprise the following: Farming, cotton growing, ginning and
baling in connection with growing; grain; horticulture; liyestock; other agricukural
pursuits such as sheep shearing; threshing; crowing coffee, hemp, rubber, tobacco, hops;
lessors or holders of farm lands.Related industries—fishing; forestry; ice harvesting;
trapping; rubber gathering; maple-sugar camps, etc.; lessors or holders of timberlands.208 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
carry on their activities in rural regions.The community chest,
on the other hand, is an urban institution.Few of the commu-
nities included in this study could be classified as rural.0niy
thirty-two community chests reported any contributions what-
soever from agricultural corporations for 1929.